
OFFICE HOURS
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday - Friday

CEMETERY GATES
Summer   8:00 AM to 8:00 PM - Daily
Winter   8:00 AM to 5:00 PM - Daily

Mausoleum:  8:00 AM to 5:00 PM - Daily

Flower Regulations 
 and Guidelines

Hills of Rest Cemetery has been 
designed to have a peaceful and 

 open, park-like setting.  

Hills of Rest Cemetery
cremation garden & mausoleum

300 N Chapel Hill Road, Sioux Falls, SD 57103-1106
email: staff@hillsofrest.com          605-338-6551            Toll Free: 1-877-877-3796

The Hills of Rest Cemetery Grounds 
Crew is always willing to help locate a 
grave, dislodge a stuck vase or answer 
questions. Pictured below is Thomas, 
one of the members of our grounds 
crew.

The following are not permitted at  
grave sites or niches in the  

Cremation Garden or outdoor crypts. 
(See exceptions during Memorial Day.)

Balloons

Solar-powered glowing 
cemetery products

Silhouette cut-out 
upright lawn  

ornaments

Glass jars

Wooden planters

Ceramic vases

Cement urns

Granite urns

Potted plants

Candles

Planting anything 
in the soil

Potting soil or dirt 
 in the bronze 
 marker vases

Glass or ceramic flowers 
 in outdoor marker 

 vases or placed 
 on markers

Placing or attaching 
 decorations in nearby 

cemetery trees

Hills of Rest Cemetery like any other cemetery is a 
public place.  Any person who brings grave decorations 
assumes the entire risk that items placed at a grave site 

could be stolen.  Hills of Rest Cemetery and cemetery 
staff cannot prevent theft, and are not responsible for 

any lost or stolen grave decorations.

Meet SPOT, our cemetery dog. Spot is a 
Border Collie and has the important task 
of keeping the geese out of the cemetery.  

If you would like to follow Spots 
adventures check us out on Facebook. 

www.facebook.com/hillsofrest

To keep a consistent appearance and in fairness to every 
family, Hills of Rest Cemetery does not allow the taping, 
wiring, pasting of any flowers, 
stickers or memorabilia of any 
kind to the fronts of cremation 
niches or outdoor crypts; or 
to be attached to bronze vase 
rings.



FRESH CUT FLOWERS 
Fresh-cut flowers placed in an approved bronze marker 
vase, a niche vase in the  Cremation Garden or an 
outdoor crypt vase are allowed 
anytime.  When fresh-cut flowers 
have wilted, the cemetery grounds 
crew will discard them and turn the 
bronze marker vase down into its 
storage compartment.

If a marker does not have a vase, a 
temporary vase will be provided by 
Hills of Rest Cemetery  office free of 
charge.

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS  
Artificial flowers are not allowed during the summer 
months from April 1st to October 1st.  

Wires that are a part of artificial flowers can damage markers, 
mower equipment and injure cemetery personnel.  Secondly, 
artificial flowers eventually fade, get dirty and weathered, 
looking worse and worse as time passes. All artificial flowers 
must be in an approved 
vase. Any artificial flowers or 
decorations that are not in 
the vase will be removed by 
the cemetery staff.

Hills of Rest Cemetery will only allow artificial flowers during 
the winter months from October 1st until April 1st.  
(See exceptions during Memorial Day.)

FLAGS       
Flags are not allowed to be stuck 
in the ground around a bronze 
marker.  Flags may be placed in an 
approved bronze marker vase, a niche 
vase in the Cremation Garden  or an 
outside crypt vase as a part of a floral 
bouquet.  (See exceptions during Memorial Day.)

BALLOONS 
Hills of Rest Cemetery does not allow balloons to be 
attached to a marker or to be a 
part of a floral bouquet.  Most 
helium filled balloons are made of 
Mylar.  When the balloon deflates 
and the Mylar comes in contact with 
a bronze marker, a chemical reaction 
occurs.  The result will be a permanent 
stain on the finish of the bronze 
marker.  

MEMORIAL DAY   
Beginning at noon on the Friday before the Memorial Day 
national holiday, the cemetery will allow the placement of all 
types of floral displays, including cut flowers, potted plants, 
artificial flowers, wreaths and flags. These displays can stay in 
place for one week until the weekend after Memorial Day.  On 
Monday of the week following Memorial Day, the cemetery 
grounds crew will remove all decorations.

If you wish to keep your decoration, it is your responsibility to 
remove it within the allotted time.

CHRISTMAS WREATHS  
Christmas wreaths both real and 
artificial are allowed during the 
Christmas season.  All Christmas 
wreaths, flowers and any  
Christmas-looking displays must 
be removed by February 1st.

RECLAIMED 
DECORATIONS         
Any decorations that have been removed by the cemetery staff 
are not immediately discarded.  These items are placed in a 
bin near the maintenance building and can be reclaimed by 
the owner within a reasonable amount time following their 
removal.

Hills of Rest Cemetery reserves the right for the Grounds 
Superintendent to remove any items left at a grave site, niche 
or crypt that in his determination are inappropriate and do 
not comply with the spirit of the rules.

SWANS 
Hills of Rest Cemetery is home to two  
beautiful adult swans.  The swans should be admired from a 
distance and  not approached.           

The swans have special dietary needs that are taken care of 
by cemetery staff.  Please do not feed them as it may cause 
sickness and disease. 

CREMATION GARDEN, 
CREMATION NICHES, & 
OUTDOOR CRYPTS  
Hills of Rest Cemetery allows only one specific vase unit to be 
placed at a cremation niche in the  Cremation Garden or an 
outdoor crypt.  The vase unit consists of a bronze ring with a 
plastic vase insert.  The initial purchase of the vase unit must 
be made through the cemetery office.

If the brown plastic insert leaks or is 
missing, the cemetery office will provide 
a replacement insert free of charge.  No 
other containers or vases are allowed to be 
placed in the bronze ring.


